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Italy in Shake-Speare’s Footsteps 
Text and video frame cues 
 
text excerpted from A Rose By Any Other Name  
©2022 Rose Loughlin, all rights reserved 
 
 
 
 
01. Begin: Show poster – static thumbnail preview frame 
 
Begin music clip: 

Monteverdi madrigal, sung by Delitiae Musicae 
Donna, s’io miro voi giaccio divengo 

 
02. Cut to: Title card 
 
03. Fade music clip and XF (crossfade) to: Roses 

By the age of twenty-four, Edward de Vere was desperate to spread his wings, and escape the 
stifling atmosphere at the court of Queen Elizabeth.  

 
04. Cut to: Map of Flanders route 

So he hired a ship and sailed across the Channel. However, when the Queen found out she 
dispatched a friend of his to  

 
05. Cut to: Flanders with home arrow 

haul him back. Then, six months later, having finally received a licence to travel, Edward sailed 
again, in February 1575.  

 
06. XF to: Henri III, Catherine de’ Medici (his mother), Louise de Lorraine (his wife) 

Fluent in French and Italian, he was given letters of introduction by the Queen and was presented 
by the English ambassador at the French court, where he attended the coronation of King Henri III. 
Henri had recently been to Venice where he witnessed a new style of theatre–  

 
07. XF to: Commedia players 

Commedia dell’Arte, with its stock characters and often comedic improvisations, a style that has 
seeped into many of Shakespeare’s plays. Henri was so impressed that he hired a troupe of 
Venetian actors to perform at his coronation.  

 
08. XF to: EO letter from Venice 

During Edward’s sixteen-month trip abroad, he visited various cities along the north of Italy, some 
of which we have correspondence from. He spent most of his time in Venice, the setting for The 
Merchant of Venice and Othello. 

 
09. XF to: Venice – stairs behind – RL selfie 

Having a picture in my mind from films and photographs as to what Venice is like had not prepared 
me for the immersiveness of the experience. Getting lost through the maze of narrow streets, 
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10. XF to: Venice – gondola and oar  
coming upon water at every turn– the gentle lapping sounds, the creaks of gondolas,  

 
11. XF to: Venice – canal with motorboats 

the hum of motor boats– it’s almost like being a child again, discovering the world anew. I feel so 
blessed to set foot in this extraordinary place, half Utopian mirage, half tangible realisation of 
human potential– a real life 

 
12. XF to: Venice – palazzos 

Atlantis whose very existence cannot be taken for granted. And to experience this on the trail of 
Edward de Vere! I ponder– what must it have been like to suddenly come across this place in the 
sixteenth century, with no prior visual impressions? 
 

13. XF to: Roses 
I think about the incredible language Shakespeare uses to describe seascapes. The precision of the 
words merging with the musicality of their arrangement to create another version of reality, a 
mirror of our own which we have become numb to, an offering to us to participate in recalling the 
wonders of our physical environment. Take this description of a sea storm from Othello: 

 
14. XF to: Still from 1951 Othello – soldiers, wall, waves 

 
A segregation of the Turkish fleet. 
For do but stand upon the foaming shore, 
The chidden billow seems to pelt the clouds. 
The wind-shaked surge, with high and monstrous mane, 
Seems to cast water on the burning Bear, 
And quench the guards of th’ever-fixèd pole. 

 
15. XF to: Venice – bullet train for Padua – RL selfie 

In Venice I visit the churches and streets that Edward is known to have frequented. I take the bullet 
train to the nearby city of Padua, from which he corresponded in November 1575. Shakespeare’s 
The Taming of the Shrew is set in Padua, and at the end of the play Bianca and Lucentio get married 
in the church of Saint Luke. 

 
16. XF to: Padua – San Luca church front 

An Oxfordian scholar, Richard Roe, identified the medieval church Chiesa di San Luca as possibly 
being that very church. At the time of my visit to Padua, unfortunately the church had been closed 
for some time and was rather neglected looking. On the outside wall, a plaque indicated that the 
inventor of the pianoforte, Bartolomteo Cristofori, was baptised there in 1655. I think what a lovely 
coincidence, Edward de Vere being an accomplished musician himself! Then it’s off to 

 
17. XF to: Verona – detto Romeo – RL selfie 

Verona, where I view from the outside the building known as Romeo’s house, until the fourteenth 
century being owned by the Montecchi family, the English equivalent of which is Montague. I visit 

 
18. XF to: Verona – statue of Juliet 

Juliet’s house too, on Via Capello. Did a woman by the name of Juliet Capulet or some variation 
thereof actually once live here? Who knows? The place is  
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19. Cut to: Verona balcony – courtyard w balcony from ground level 
jammers– it reminds me a bit of Stratford-upon-Avon, which I visited in 2011. The courtyard 
contains a statue of Juliet, and overlooking it is a balcony. The balcony was added on to the house 
in the 1930s. You may have heard of the famous balcony scene in Romeo and Juliet. However, the 
play itself does not mention a balcony– this is purely a figment of our cultural imaginative 
adaptation of this play. Why is it the greater the fakery, 

 
20. XF to: Verona balcony – crowd 

the greater the crowds? Nevertheless I am heartened to see so many young people. There is 
something about that love story that captures the heart and mind. 

Fade out to black 
 
21. Fade in to: Roses 

Returning to Venice– there is a place nearby I really want to see. Portia’s house. There are two 
Portias associated with Shakespeare. One is based on a real person– she lived in the first century 
BC and is married to Brutus. She 

 
22. Cut to: Still from 1953 Julius Caesar – Brutus and Porcia 

appears in Julius Caesar. The other Portia is fictitious and she is the main character in The 
Merchant of Venice. It’s the latter’s house I’m speaking of. In The Merchant of Venice we learn that 
Portia lives in a place called Belmont.  

 
23. XF to: Still from 2004 The Merchant of Venice – Portia on staircase 

In the opening scene of the play, Bassanio tells Antonio of his pursuit of a fair lady. 
 
In Belmont is a lady richly left, 
And she is fair and – fairer than that word 
Of wondrous virtues. Sometime from her eyes 
I did receive fair speechless messages. 
Her name is Portia, nothing undervalued 
To Cato’s daughter, Brutus’s Portia. 

 
24. XF to: Book covers – Roe and Magri 

Now there are various clues in the play as to the location of Belmont. Two diligent Oxfordians, 
Richard Roe and Noemi Magri, who have written extensively about the Italian connections in 
Shakespeare’s plays, examined these clues closely. Independently they came up with the same 
place– 

 
25. Cut to: Villa Foscari facing canal 

Villa Foscari, on the bank of the River Brenta, close to Venice. It was built in 1550 by the great 
architect Andrea Palladio, using a design of classical Roman architecture. Since 1996 the villa has 
been included in the list of UNESCO World Heritage sites. Let’s have a look at those clues as to 
Belmont’s location, expressed in the play’s dialogue. 

 
26. Cut to: Villa Foscari at dusk 
 

How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank! 
— Belmont is on a riverbank. 
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There is a monastery two miles off and there we will abide 
— Belmont is two miles from a monastery. 

 
27. Cut to: Villa Foscari aerial  
 

Bring the notes and garments with imagin’d speed 
Unto the Tranect, to the common ferry 
Which trades to Venice… I shall be there before thee. 

— Travel from Belmont to Venice is partly by ferry. 
 

I’ll tell thee all my whole device 
When I am in my coach, which stays for us 
At the park gate. And therefore haste away 
For we must measure twenty miles today! 

— Belmont to Venice and back is a twenty mile round trip. 
 

I must away this night toward Padua, 
And it is meet I presently set forth 

— Returning from Venice to Belmont involves going in the direction of Padua. 
 
28. XF to: Roses 

I decide to replicate Portia’s round trip from Belmont to Venice and back, but in the opposite 
direction. I make my way through the streets of Venice to the docking area of Zattere.  

 
29. XF to: Venice – vaporetto with life preservers & palazzos 

From there I take the vaporetto across the lagoon. Half an hour later it lands at Fusina. I make my 
way to a nearby terminus, to wait for a bus to take me some eight kilometers to the village of 
Foscari. As I walk through a  

 
30. XF to: Villa Foscari – lawn and trees 

pedestrian-only gate to the nearby Villa Foscari I observe a huge lawn like a park, leading up to an 
enormous house. I make my way to the  
 

31. Cut to: Villa Foscari – portico, steps 
back of the villa, up a set of steps to its grand entrance which overlooks the River Brenta. I enter a 
large doorway which opens directly to a central hall. I am struck by frescos everywhere. To my 
immediate right above the doorway to the adjoining room is a towering image. 

 
32. XF to: Frescos – Wisdom (L) and Bellona (R) 

It looks like Apollo or Athena, the gender is unclear. The figure is seated, a muscular arm and leg 
primed for action, a spear tightly gripped, head bending down to the left, protected by a helmet 
which conceals the top half of the face. To my left directly opposite and above the doorway to the 
room on that side is a fresco of a serene woman reading a book placed on her lap. I feel pulled 
towards both, each image powerfully attractive in completely contrasting ways. The floor plan on 
the explanatory leaflet I was provided with informs me that the fresco to the right is Bellona —the 
Roman goddess of war— and that to my left represents Wisdom. I move through the hall and am 
deeply affected by the stunning frescos. The leaflet informs me that these were done in cycles in 
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the mid sixteenth century, with many depicting scenes from Ovid’s Metamorphoses. I put myself in 
the shoes of Edward de Vere.  

 
33. XF to: Portraits of Edward de Vere and Henri III 

He would have heard about Villa Foscari when he was in Paris at the coronation of Henri III who, 
along with his entourage, had visited this very villa the previous year on his way back to France 
from Poland. What would it have been like for Edward to see these frescos freshly painted? What 
kind of impact would it have had on him to see Ovid’s mythical scenes, depicted before his eyes 
with such mastery– scenes he was already intimately familiar with in his imagination due to his 
childhood exposure to the text?  
 

34. XF to: Roses 
What would it have been like for him to fall asleep at night in this villa, surrounded by these 
images– what dreams would he have had? At the back of the hall, I come to a small room on my 
left, which is called The Room of Fame. There are two frescos, each depicting a woman on her own. 
They are similar in style, three dimensional, like paintings of statues.  

 
35. XF to: Frescos – Marcia (L) and Porcia (R) – no captions 

The one on the south facing wall is called Marzia and that directly opposite her is called Porcia. 
Hmmm– a fresco of a ‘Portia’ in Portia’s house! I hadn’t known about that. I feel my weight sinking 
into the floor and it pressing back up to support me, like a vertical version of what I experienced on 
a horizontal plane as I entered the building with the goddess of war on my right and Wisdom on my 
left. I look more closely.  
 

36. XF to: Frescos – Porcia full-frame 
Portia is depicted standing with her right hand holding a torch which she reaches into a burning 
flame. Her long toga skims the ground on one side of her body, fully covering her left leg. In 
contrast her right leg is completely exposed all the way up to the top of the thigh. Portia– thigh– 
Brutus’s Portia! In the play Julius Caesar, when she confronted Brutus at night in the orchard, that 
first monologue I learned for my audition to Andy’s class. 

 
37. XF to: Still from 1979 Julius Caesar – Porcia and Brutus 

 
I grant I am a woman; but withal 
A woman that Lord Brutus took to wife. 
I grant I am a woman; but withal 
A woman well reputed, Cato’s daughter. 
Think you I am no stronger than my sex, 
Being so father’d and so husbanded? 
Tell me your counsels, I will not disclose ‘em. 
I have made strong proof of my constancy, 
Giving myself a voluntary wound 
Here, in the thigh. Can I bear that with patience, 
And not my husband’s secrets? 
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38. XF to: Book cover – Frescos at Malcontenta 
Could it be that there is a fresco of the real life Portia on the walls of the very house that 
Shakespeare pinpoints as the home of one of his other characters, who he just happens to name 
Portia? I need to find out more information. In the shop downstairs I purchase a book about the 
history of the villa’s frescos. In the chapter dealing with frescos done in 1568, it informs me that 
the original owner of the villa, Alvise Foscari, commissioned artist Bernardino India to portray two 
classical women on the walls of this small room as a symbol of conjugal virtue. 
 

39. XF to: Frescos – Marcia (L) and Porcia (R) – with captions 
India chose to paint frescos of Marzia, Cato the Younger’s wife, and Porcia, Cato the Younger’s 
daughter. And how interesting that when Bassanio is telling us about Portia at the beginning of The 
Merchant of Venice, he mentions her ‘wondrous virtues’ and compares her favourably with the other 
Portia:  
 

nothing undervalued to Cato’s daughter, Brutus’s Portia 
 

40. XF to: Villa Foscari facing canal 
Whoever wrote The Merchant of Venice, either they visited this villa or someone gave them a blow-
by-blow account of its precise geographical location, as well as a description and background 
context for one of the frescos on its walls. Occam’s Razor! 

 
41. XF to: Venetia map circa 1575 

There is zero indication that Shakspere from Stratford travelled abroad. And if anyone came up 
with a shred of evidence that he was ever even on a boat, it would be front page news. But Edward 
de Vere as Shakespeare– silence, sneering, snobbery slurs from certain quarters. But also a 
growing respect for this long-standing proposition, as more and more people examine the evidence 
and come to their own conclusions. 

 
42. XF to: EO portrait on roses 

To quote another character from The Merchant of Venice —Launcelot, the so-called fool, who is 
anything but— 
 

at length the truth will out 
 
This is not the end of my travels on the trail of Edward de Vere, it’s just the beginning. And as 
fascinating as these trips are, most exciting of all has been the internal voyage.  
 
Thank you for accompanying me today. 

 
Fade to black 
 
Begin music clip: 

Monteverdi madrigal, sung by Delitiae Musicae 
Amor, per tua merce vattene a quella 

 
43. Cut to: Credits 1 – Music clips 
 
44. Cut to: Credits 2 – Villa Foscari (frescos) 
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45. Cut to: Credits 3 – film stills 
 
46. Cut to: Credits 4 – misc public domain/Creative Commons 
 
47. Cut to: Credits 5 – RL photos, copyright info 
 
48. Cut to: Credits 6 – Other images disclaimer, RL contact info 
 
End of music clip at 
49. Cut to: End title – static frame, end of video 
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